
Year 5/6 Week 4

SPEED BOUNCE

How many can you do 
in the 3 set times 

30 secs / 15 secs / 1 min

EQUIPMENT: 
Tennis balls / stopwatch / skipping rope / bench / whistle / cones / gym mats 

TOTAL BODY SPEED WORKOUT
Focus: Reaction Time, Balance

and Speed

Suggested work out:
5 minute pulse raising warm up starting with walking and increasing speed to jogging

then running to increase heart rate. Using the suggested times work on the
30, 15 and 1 minute timings (unless you are on reaction time where you have
1 minute in total) have short rest periods in between and work again totalling

1m 45s exercise followed with 15 seconds rest for each exercise. Finish with pulse
lowering activities and static stretches.

REACTION TIME 
Tennis ball throw against the wall

Standing approximately 2m away how many times can you
throw a tennis ball against the wall and catch it without it touching

the ground. Challenge yourself by throwing both underarm and
overarm

Complete your reaction time challenge and try to improve
your score.

SKIPPING

How many can you do in
the 3 set times 

30 seconds
15 seconds

1 minute

SIT UP HIGH FIVES 

Sit facing a partner, feet
together and knees bent.
Each time you perform
a sit up give each other
a high five at the top. 

IN & OUT SQUAT 

Take a low squat stance, jump
your feet out to make this wider

and then bring them back in.
Keep your body position low

and increase the speed gradually.

STEP UPS

How many can you do
in the 3 set times

30 seconds
15 seconds
1 minute 

BALL DROP 

Partner A stands with a tennis
ball in each hand and arms

stretched out in front of them.
When they drop one ball partner
B must react and catch the ball

 before the second bounce

SINGLE LEG BALANCE REACH 

Stand in the middle of a circle
of coloured cones. Stand on one
leg and balance, when a partner
calls a colour reach and touch
the cone with either your hand

or your raised leg. 
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